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Approximation Properties of Quadrature Methods

for Volterra Integral Equations of the First Kind

By P. P. B. Eggermont

Abstract. We present a unifying analysis of quadrature methods for Volterra integral equa-

tions of the first kind that are zero-stable and have an asymptotic repetition factor. We show

that such methods are essentially collocation-projection methods with underlying subspaces

that have nice approximation properties, and which are stable as projection methods. This is

used to derive asymptotically optimal error estimates under minimal smoothness conditions.

The class of quadrature methods covered includes the cyclic linear multistep and the reducible

quadrature methods, but not (really) Runge-Kutta methods.

1. Introduction. We study approximation properties of quadrature methods for the

numerical solution of Volterra integral equations of the first kind

(1.1) «f(x) = [X9(x,y,f(y))dy = g(x),      xe[0,l],
•'o

i.e., methods of the form
i

(1.2) n"1 £ h>,7$(x,, Xj, f„{xj)) = g(x¡),       i = s,s + \,...,n,

7 = 0

for some fixed integer s > 0, where jc, = i/n. The additionally needed /„(•*,)>

i — 0,1,.. .,s — 1 are furnished by some other starting quadrature method, say of

the form

(1.3) n-l't w//>#(^), y}s),fn(y}s))) = g(xj»),      i = 0,1,...,/ - 1,
y-o

with xjs) = 0/n, for fixed 0, > 0, and the numbers x,,j => 0,1,... ,s — 1 contained

in the set [yjs): j = 0,1,...,t - 1}. Generally, / - s is nonnegative. We renumber

the sequence x0, x{s),...,x\% xs, xs+l,...,x„ asy0,yv...,yn+d-v For a review of

quadrature methods, among others, see Brunner [4].

The system (1.2-3) is denoted by

(1-4) U„rnfn = Png,

where

(1.5) rJ=(f(y0),f(y1),...,f(yn + d_l))T

and similarly for p„,

(1.6) p„g= {g{x(0s)),g(y1),g(y2),...,g(yn+d.1))T.
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For general 0, U„ is a nonlinear operator acting on W+d, and its invertibility needs

to be investigated.

In (1.4-5), we may consider rn as a mapping of C[0,1] onto Rn+d, but /„, the

solution of (1.4), assuming it exists, is not (yet) defined on all of [0,1], only at the y y

This is characteristic for discretization methods, and is one of the underlying themes

of the work of Vainikko [21], [22] (see in particular Taylor [20]), and Stummel [16],

[17], [18], among others. The theme of this paper is that there are, more or less,

natural ways to interpolate r„fn, at least for the simple case $(x, v, z) = z, such that

(1.4) is the system of equations for a collocation-projection method for (1.1). This is

used to prove error estimates for /„ which are optimal with respect to order of

convergence and smoothness requirements on/and $.

The approach to the interpolation of /•„/„ is to imitate the analysis of collocation-

projection methods for the basic linear version of (1.1), cf. [5], [6]. So let $(x, y, z)

= z and consider

(1.7) ^f(x) = f f(y) dy = g(x),       xe[0,l],
•'o

and let W„ be the matrix for (1.2-3). Apparently, we have Wnrnfn = p^f, so

(1-8) rn(f„-f) = W-\pn1T- Wnrn)f.

Now the mimicry starts: we may subtract from / in the right-hand side of (1.8)

anything that is annihilated by pnif- Wnrn. To formalize this, let

(1.9) J„ = {^C[0,l]:p/Mf^},

and then from (1.8) (all norms are uniform norms)

(1.10) ||rn(/„-/)||<(||lf71p„^1|+l)inf{||/-^||:^e^}.

Now there are two questions. First, can the quantity WW^p^W be bounded

uniformly in n? The answer is yes if the quadrature method is zero-stable (and

consistent). Second, what are the approximation properties of J"„? £?n is certainly a

large subspace of C[0,1], since it has codimension n + d, but the question is whether

it contains anything useful for approximation purposes (how small is the infimum in

(1.10)). We settle this question by exhibiting natural interpolators (prolongations)pn:

W+d^&„ such that ||/-/V„/||<c||/<*>||«-', if /«= C[0,1], and {p„}„ is a

regular family of embeddings. In addition, it turns out that the system (1.4) in this

case is equivalent to

i.e., (1.4) is a collocation-projection method, and .5^ has nice approximation properties

(see above). For arbitrary linear systems, i.e., $(x, y, z) = K(x, y)z, the system

(1.4) may be considered as a fully discretized version of the collocation-projection

method

<>.«, {;«:,-

and hence shares the basic stability and convergence properties of (1.11). In the

general nonlinear case, there is a similar identification.
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In this paper, we work out the above approach, and apply it to some well-known

quadrature methods, such as the cyclic linear multistep methods of Holyhead et al.

[9] and Andrade and McKee [1], and the reducible quadrature methods of Wolken-

felt [23], [24], which contain the methods of Gladwin [7], [8] and Taylor [19] as

special cases. An added benefit of the above approach is that we obtain optimal

error estimates with respect to smoothness requirements as opposed to the results in

the above papers.

We now state the main result of this paper. Assume that the method (1.4) for the

case $(x, y, z) = z is

(i) zero-stable, i.e.,

(1.13) sup aT1! W"1!^ oo ;
n

(ii) asymptotically r-cyclic and composite of order p, i.e.,

(1-14) \W„{W«rnf- ft,*7)ll< c\\fM\\n-r-\
where

/ = l,2,...,r- 1,

^'15^ \z, -z,_f,    i = r,...,n + d.

Here r is the asymptotic repetition factor. It is easily seen that (1.14) implies that

\wtj\ < oo, uniformly in i,j, n, and

i—r

(1.16) £ |h>(  - w¡_   \ < oo    uniformly in i, n,

7 = 0

and that the quadrature method (1.4) has a truncation error of order n~p. The

condition (1.16) is well-known, see, e.g., Taylor [20] for r = 1, as is, of course, (1.13).

Theorem 1.1. Assume that (1.13-14) holds. If <b(x, y, z) = K(x, y)z, and dK/dx

and f have continuous (partial) derivatives of order q, then for n large enough the

solution fn o/(1.14) exists and satisfies

(1-17) h(fn-f)\\<4K\\q+hr\\f\\qn-",

where q = 1,2,...,/?. (See (23) for the meaning of the norms.)

The usual smoothness requirements are ûK/dx and / are Cp+1 to get a bound

0(n~p), cf. [1], [7], [8], [9], [13], [19], [23], [24]. There is a similar theorem for the

nonlinear case.

The remainder of this paper consists in proving the above theorem. The assump-

tion (1.14) is used to construct a piecewise polynomial subspace Sfn of 3£n such that

(1.11) is equivalent to Wnrnfn = png, and the approximation properties of 5?n are

established (Section 3). The zero-stability (1.13) is used to prove that the projector

onto £fn, implicitly defined by (1.11), is bounded uniformly in n, and that for the

general linear case, (1.4) is the fully discretized version of (1.12). This interpretation

is used to prove Theorem 1.1 (Section 4). In Section 5, the general nonlinear

equation is treated. In Section 6, we show that the aforementioned quadrature

methods of [1], [9], [23], [24] fit the mold, i.e., the assumptions (1.13-14) are satisfied.

This then provides a unified theory of quadrature methods for first kind Vol terra

integral equations.
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2. Notations and Preliminaries. All norms in this paper are supremum or maximum

norms unless indicated otherwise, so if/ e L°°(ß) with ß c Rm,

(2.1) |l/Ho-esssup{|/(x)|:xeO}.

In this paper, ß = [0,1] c R or ß = T = {(x, y): 0 < y < x < 1 or 0 < y < e}, or

ß = T x R. For ß = [0,1], the norm is denoted simply by || ||. If b e R", its norm is

defined by

(2.2) \\b\\ = maxjlèj: / = 1,2,...,«}.

For q > 0, an integer, and ß c Rm, C(Q) denotes the space of g-times boundedly

and continuously differentiable functions on ß, and we define a norm on C(Q) by

(2.3) ll/IU =   E II^Tk

where Da = B^/oVxf1 • • • dam/dx"tm in the usual multi-index notation, and \a\ = a,

+ a2 + • • • + am. So/ e C(ß) implies ||/||9iß < oo. We also define

(2.4) Q[0,l] = {/€C[0,l]:/(0) = 0}

with a norm

(2.5) 11/110,,= ||/'||9-i.
We have already defined ^and #~ in the introduction. We let

(2.6) rf{x)=f K(x, y)f(y) dy,       *e[0,l],

and we restrict ^and Y by requiring that <E> e ^, and A" e JÇ where

(2.7) Jf;= {íe Ci+1(r): yï(x,x)#0 for all xe [0,1]},

(2.8) ^ = (*ZG C?+1(rx R):inf{|$z(x, x, z)\: (x, z) e [0,1] xR}>0}.

We have the following mapping properties of <%, '¡¿'"and iV.

Lemma 2.1. (a) Wis an isometric isomorphism of Cq[0,1] onto Q+1[0,1].

(b) -T is an isomorphism of C[Q, 1] onto C0?+x[0,1] provided K e JTq.

(c) "f « a homeomorphism of C[0,1] o/zta C0?+ ̂0,1] provided $ e ^.

Proof. Parts (a) and (b) are essentially well known, see, e.g., Krasnosel'skii et al.

[11, Chapter 1, Section 1.2]. Part (c) can be proved as follows. The Fréchet derivative

of °U at /is given by

[*'(/)*](*) = f *«(*, */O0)*(j0 ♦,       * G [0,1],
•'o

and it follows from part (b) that ^i'(f): Cq[0,1] -» Q+1[0,1] is a homeomorphism,

whose inverse is bounded, uniformly in/ e C[0,1], if <E> e J^. It then follows from

Hadamard's theorem, Berger [3, (5.1.5)], applied to ^¿, that ^ is a homeomor-

phism.   D

The above can be extended to prove that í2r1 is Lipschitz continuous, i.e.,

II^Y-^glMiz-gii,
where c depends only on O. It may also be phrased as: ftf - °Ug = Wh implies that

||/- g|| < cj|A||. In Section 5, we prove it for the operators U„, assuming the

zero-stability of the quadrature method.
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Finally, some remarks on notation. The subintervals [y,_,, y] of [0,1] are denoted

by O;, i = 1,2,...,« + d. It is convenient to index components of vectors in Rn+d as

x = (x0, x1,...,xn+d_l)T, and we will do so consistently. Finally, the symbol c

denotes a universal constant, but each occurrence usually denotes a different

constant.

3. The Approximating Subspaces^. Throughout this section, we assume that the

quadrature method (1.4) satisfies property (1.14). We prove the following theorem

and lemma.

Theorem 3.1. There exist prolongations pn: R"+</ -» C[0,1], such that

(3.1) Ml <lb„*ll < 4X\\   for all x g R"+d,

and£fn = { pnx: x g Rn+d} is a subspace of2£n which satisfies

(3.2) inf{||/-^||:^G^}<c||/^||«^,

for all f e C[0,1], q = 0,1,... ,p.

Lemma 3.2. For i = 0,1,... ,n + d - 1,

(3.3) M{\\^f-^\\a-.^^y„}^cn-l\\ß.

It should be remarked that instead of (3.3), we would rather have

(3.4) inf{||*7- <r*||: * e^B, ||*|| < c||/||} < cn^Wfl

but no proof could be found (without assuming zero-stability). However, (3.3) is

useful as is.

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is constructive. To construct elements of y„, let

z g Rn+d. We want to find a (piecewise polynomial) function 4> = p„z such that

,, ,x / KM = Pjrt,

A solution of (3.5) is given by \¡/(x) = ¥¡(x), x g a,, i = 1,...,« + d, where % is

the cubic Hermite interpolating polynomial satisfying %{x¡,_,) = (Wnrnz)i_j,

%'(x¡_:) = Zj_j for y = 0,1. This choice of ^ does not give very good approximation

properties though: we would like f — p„r„f to be small. The correct approach is

through certain Birkhoff interpolation problems. In Subsection 3.1, we review the

existence of solutions and their approximation properties. In Subsection 3.2, we

show how this solves the problem (3.3) for the case r = 1. In Subsection 3.3, we

describe the ad hoc modification necessary for the case r > 2. This then will

complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2.

3.1. Birkhoff Interpolation Problems. Consider the following Birkhoff interpolation

problems, given z g R"+d, with/7* = max(/? - 2,1),

(a) for 1 < / =$ rp*,

'%{yi+J) = {Wnz)i+j,    y-0,1,

{ %'(yl+J) = zt+J, j = 0,l,...,p*,
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where r is the asymptotic repetition factor, cf. (1.14-16), and ¿Pp,+2 is the set of

polynomials of degree < p* + 2;

(b) for rp* + 1 < / ^ n + d,

(3.7)

(c) for i = 0,

(3.8)

'%{yi-jr) = {Wnz)i_jr,    y-0,1,

%'(yi-jr) = h-jn j = 0,l,...,p*,

'%U) = o,     %(yl) = (rvnz\,

( *0(x<°>) = (Wnz)0,

\%(yj)-zj,     y = 0,l,...,/.*,

M) ^ ^p* + 3-

The problem (b) is the "main" problem. Parts (a) and (c) are just there to make

things fit neatly.

Lemma 3.3. The interpolation problems (3.6-8) have unique solutions.

Outline of Proof. In the terminology of Lorentz et al. [12, Chapter 1], the

interpolation matrices E for (3.6-8) are given by

£(3.6) -

"(3.8)

1       1
1       1
0    1

0 1.

1 1
1 0
1 1
0 1

0    1

A

Y

A

£(3.7)

0    1

0    1
1   1
1   1

A-

p* - 1

For all r > 1, the matrices E can be extended with columns of zeros to Poly a

matrices without odd supported sequences, hence they are order regular, and the %

exist and are unique, see Lorentz et al. [12, Theorem 1.3], or the original reference

Atkinson and Sharma [2].   D

A consequence of the lemma is that the functions ^ depend linearly on z, so we

may write them as

(3.9) %(x) = %(z; x) = n'1Z ^-jrBj{n(x - y,))
p

t=o

+ T.(w„z)i-jMn(x -y¡))>
7 = 0
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for rp* + 1 ^ / < n + d, and for 1 < / < rp*,

p*
(3.10) %(x) = %(z; x) = «-1 E zi+jBj{n{x - y ))

7 = 0

1

+ E(^)/+Â(»(JC-J'/)),
7 = 0

and similarly for %. Here the Bjt Bj, bj and fty are independent of n.

We now turn to approximation properties.

Lemma 3.4. ///e C[0,1], with0 < <? < /?, then

(3.11) \\^f-%(r„f;-)ll+J<cn^\\r"%

(3.12) ||/-^(r„/;-)lk+;<^-1/(Í,
forj = 0,±1.

y?roo/. We only prove the lemma for/ = 0 and i ^ rp* + 1, since the other cases

are similar. Let

(3.13) $,(/; x) = /T1 E (/■„/),■-,>*,•(«(* - y,))
7 = 0

+ E(pn^/),-^("(*-J;/))-
7 = 0

Since $,.(/; •) = >T/if/ g <^» + 1, we obtain that

(3.14) 'Ki/îO-^/lla^c«-?-1!/^.
Consequently,

l*/('i/;-)-*7ll.l<«'*,~1||/<,)|| + Ä.
where

E{(p„^/),-,>-(^n/),-y>}^(«(--y,))
7 = 0

It follows from (1.14) and the independence of « of the ft., that Ä < c||/('/)||«"'?,

whence (3.11) follows. Similar to (3.14), we get

(3.15) ll»;(/;-)-/M«"1/wll.

/?

and so

where

l*/('jv)-/Mc«-i/<i + Ä',

Ä' I«{(pnor/)i_y>-(íf;rn/),._y>}ft;(«(--y1.))
7 = 0

We may rewrite this as

(3.16) R'=\n&r„(p„irf- Wnr„f)i\\\b'Q(n(--yi))li,
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since 0,' - %' is not affected if we subtract a constant vector (all of whose

components are equal) from p„#"/- Wnrnf. Now assumption (1.14) gives us that

R' < c/T'IlZ^H, and (3.12) follows.   D
We need two results which are related to (3.11), but which are not quite implied

by it.

Lemma 3.5. For q = 0,1,...,pandf g C[0,1],

ll*/(»'-/;-)-*mK/;-)lky<o»"f-1ll/(')ll.
withj = 0, ±1.

Proof. Let % denote %(r„f; ■ ). Apparently,

II*-*   ,11      «:ll*. - 0 -(*   , - $   ,)ll      +11$-$   ,11II" *i + llk¡ + / ** llTi        wi       V*/ + l        vi + l/||o1+; T||*i        w; + llk + ,

where 0, = $,.(/; •) is defined by (3.13). Now

11*/ - •i+i»-(+y <!•( - *7lk, + 11*7- »,+ilk, < cl/^l«-«-1,
by (3.14). As for the first term, we get for / > rp*,

i

0,(x) = %(x) - *,(*) = E (*W" pn#-/),_J>fty.(n(x -y)),
7 = 0

so by the mean value theorem

©,(*) - e(+1(x) = E {WHrJ- Pnirf)Mrn(y, - yl+1)b¡(it),
7 = 0

and similar to (3.16),

II©, - ©mlk, <K(W„rnf- ft,*7),| IK(«(--^))lk
and the assumption (1.14) gives the desired estimate.

For / < rp*, the estimate follows likewise.   D

The estimate (3.11) can be improved for q = 0 in the following sense.

Lemma 3.6. For eachf g C[0,1], there exists a z g R"+d jwc/z that

\\%+J(z; ■) - iTfl^ c\\f\\n-\

withj = 0,-1.

Proof. Let /0 be such that for all i > i0 and for all n,

(3.17) n~'    E    wIJ>pi.
7 = 0

For 0 < x < i0/n we have |#7(*)| < c||/||/0/«, hence ||#7H.#+J < ¿ll/H«-1, and

by taking z = 0, we prove the lemma. For / > <0, choose z g Rn+d as follows:

(0,    j>i-p*,

Zj   \f,   o<y</-/»*-i,

where

£= «_1  Eq hU   #7U).
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Then ||z|| = |£| < 2||/||, and from (3.9) (w.l.o.g. i0 > rp*), we obtain

*,(z; x) - iff(x) = #7U-){*o(«(* - >-,)) + *i(«(* - h))} - *7(*)-

Since bQ(x) + ft,(x) = 1 for all x, the lemma follows for/ = 0. For/ = — 1, the

lemma follows likewise.   D

3.2. The Case r = 1. We now prove Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 for the case

r = 1. The prolongations/^ are defined by

,110x ,   *      í*,-i(¿;*),    x^o„i = \,2,...,rp*,

(3.18) /vU) - | ^,(z; ^       x e ^, - ,y* + !,...,„ + rf,

where z g R"+d, and set

(3.19) yn={pnz:z^R"+d}.

It is easily seen that p„Wpnz = Wnz, hence (3.5) holds, and Sr°n is indeed a subspace

of 2£n. The regularity property (3.1) follows from (3.12) by taking / to be the

piecewise linear interpolant on z, so /*„/= z, and/ = 0, q = 0. The approximation

property (3.2) follows also from (3.12), with/ = 0, by piecing together the a¡. Finally,

Lemma 3.2 follows from Lemma 3.6 with/ = 0.

3.3. The Case r > 2. It is clear that the definitions (3.18-19) will not work for

r ¿t 2, since the function *(x) = *,(*), x g o,, i = rp* + 1,... ,n + d, is not even

continuous. However, we may remedy this by taking some average of *, and %_1 on

a¡, and differentiate this, to obtain

(3.20) pAx) = ( Tx Í 8'<*>*'<x: *) + »<(*)^-i(*5 *»•       * e *• '" > 2'

\*ó(z;x),       x G a,.

Since we want (/?nz)(y) = z, and (^/^zXy,) = (Wnz)¡, it suffices to take

(3 21) a<^<) = 1'   a.'O«) = 0,   fliU-i) = 0,   a;(y_1) = 0,

[-   ] ft,(y,) = 0,   ft;(y) = 0,   ft,(y_,) = l,   b¡(y,^) = 0.

The reader will recognize that we may take a¡ and ft, to be Hermite interpolating

polynomials, viz. (i > 2)

a¡(x)= [«(jc-y,_i)]2(l + 2n(y- - *)),

ft((x)=[«(y,-x)]2(l + 2«(x-y/_1)).
(3.22)

Now it is readily verified that pnz indeed satisfies (3.5), and so «5^, = im pn is again a

subspace of &n.

With this choice of pn and £r°n, we now prove Theorem 3.1. First, we prove (3.2).

Let 0 < q < p, and/ g C?[0,1], From (3.20), we get

ll/-WMIk(*, - *i-i)||.(+!«,(*/ -/)||.( + |M*,'-i -/)IU,
with *, = *,(/"„/;  •) as before. Here we used that a, + ft, = 1, aJ = -ft('. Now

Lemmas 3.5 and 3.4 give the estimate

(3-23) Wf-pnrjHc\\f^\\n-.\

so (3.2) follows.
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The regularity property (3.1) is (again) a consequence of (3.23) by taking / to be

the piecewise linear interpolant on z, and q = 0 to yield \\p„z\\ < ||z|| + c\\z\\; the

inequality ||z|| < \\p„z\\ follows from z = rnpnz.

The proof of Lemma 3.2 follows from (3.20) and the inequality

Ik*, + *>,*,_, - #7l.,<h(*i - *7)ll.f+||*,(*,-i - *7)ll.„
and then applying Lemma 3.6.

This completes the construction of the spaces 6t°n, and shows the equivalence of

(1.4) and (1.11) if $(x, y, z) = z.

4. The Collocation-Projection Method and the Quadrature Method. In the previous

section, we showed that the system (1.4) for the case <&(x, y, z) = z is the colloca-

tion-projection method (1.11). In this section, we write it first as a projection method,

and exhibit the projectors involved. We show that the projectors are uniformly

bounded in their natural setting if the quadrature method is zero-stable. Finally, we

interpret the system (1.4) in case $(x, y, z) = K(x, y)z, with K g jf0, as a fully

discretized version of the collocation-projection method and prove its optimal

convergence properties.

Throughout this section, we assume that the quadrature method is zero-stable

(1.15), in addition to (1.14).

Consider the system (1.4) if $(x, y, z) = z,

(4.1) WnrJn = Png.

By the construction of pn, this is equivalent to

Pn^Pnrnfn = P„g>

and since p„r„f„ G yn, this is equivalent to (1.11), i.e. (4.1) is the system of linear

equations for the collocation-projection method (1.11). Since W„ is nonsingular, the

solution rnfn g Rn+d of (3.1) is given by W~lpng, hence /„ = pnW~lpng. Conse-

quently, we may write (1.11) equivalently as

(4.2) #7, = P„g,

and its solution/, as

(4.3) fn=£„iTlg,

with

(4 4) P" = ^PnWñW- Co[0,l] - #-(*>„) c C¿[0,1],

&n = PnWn\iV: c[o,i]-+yn c C[0,1].

It is easily verified that &n = @2 and 3.n = 3,\, hence &n and J„ are projectors. The

formulation (4.2) is the standard formulation of a projection method; cf. Phillips

[15]. We are interested in the boundedness, uniformly in n, of the projectors &n and

ln in their natural setting.

Lemma 4.1. sup,, \\2n\\ < oo.

Proof. Let/ g C[0,1]. From (3.9), we obtain for i > rp* that

p* i
*,(*) = %{W-\iTf; x) = n~l E (K\lTf ),_jrBj + E (p^f),-^

7=0 7=0
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where we dropped the arguments of Bj and bj. Hence

(4-5) ll*,lk, < 41*711,
/ = 0, ± 1, where we used the zero-stability. From (4.5), (3.18), (3.20), we then obtain

that(z= W-\iTf)

(4-6) |*>B^~V>,,*7i< 41*711-
This says that l?n: C[0,1] -» C[0,1] is bounded, uniformly in n. Now, for every

IM>Bj dx
0>narf

dx (V/-<0

(4-8) K,(x)

for every function k, g C[0,1] which is constant on a,. So

(4-7) \\2Jl^cn\\0>nWf-K¡\\ai

<c«|K(^/-K,.)||a, + c«||(^-/)K,||0;.

The first term on the right may be estimated using (4.6) as

«11*7-«iH...
and by setting

■**7U-i).    0<x<y,._,,

,*7(>v-i).    y,-i<x*i,
this may be estimated as en ■ n~l\\(ify'f)'\\a < c||/||. The second term on the right of

(4.7) can be written as

cn\\{Pn - I)(k, - #>)||„ < c«||K¡ - #"^|0/,

for every \p g SPn. By Lemma 3.2, this may be estimated as en ■ n_1||KÍ|| < c\\Wf\\ <

c||/||. Consequently, (4.7) yields ||=2„/||0 < c||/|| for each /', n. Piecing together the a,

then proves the lemma.   D

Remark. Following Lemma 3.2, we said we would rather have the stronger

inequality (3.4). If (3.4) holds, then the proof of Lemma 4.1 is quite easy: for

/ g C[0,1], let * g yn such that U\\ < c||/||, ||#7 - #>|| < cn^\\f\\. Then

(4.9) W~\Wf= Wr-\r* + 0(\\W-i\\n-l\\f\\).

By the zero-stability, the big O term is 0(||/||), and W'^iTiPW = \M\\ < c||/||. So

HW^Vn*"/!! < cll/ll» etc- Now that we have proven Lemma 4.1 via a different route,

(3.4) follows, with \¡/ = ânf, but to no apparent purpose. However, it still leaves the

conjecture that (3.4) hold without the zero-stability assumption.

Lemma 3.2 says that the projection method (1.11), (4.2) is stable. It is actually

possible to prove that the collocation-projection method

(4,0, (££«.

is stable as a projection method, i.e. there is a corresponding Lemma 3.2; cf.

Eggermont [5], [6]. However, we are more interested in the system (1.4) for

$(x, y, z) = K(x, y)z, with K g jfp. Then the system (1.4) may be written as

(4.11)     ñpnr„K(y,-)fÁ-)}(y)dy = g(yi),       i=l,2,...,n + d-l,
Jo
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and a similar equation for i = 0 withy0 replaced by x^. This may be denoted as

(4.12) VnrJn = png.

Lemma 4.2. // K g jf0, then there exists an N > 0 such that

sup ¡Kn_1Wn|| < oo.
n>N

Proof. Follows the proof of [5, Lemma 5.1] verbatim, but with different interpre-

tations.   D

Corollary 4.3. Under the conditions of Lemma 4.2,

sup n~l\\Vn~l\\ < oo.
n>N

Theorem 4.4. // K g X~q, then for n large enough, the solution rnfn of (4.12) exists

and satisfies

i

lk(/„-/)k<-sup  E inflD'Kix, ■)/(•) -*J,
x     f-0

where D' = d'/dx', and the infima are taken over \p¡ G Sfn.

Proof. We follow the proof of [5, Theorem 5.2] very closely. From (4.12),

(4.13) Vnrn(fn-f) = Pnh,

with

(4.14) h(x) = f {K(x, y)f(y)-[PnrnK(x, -)f(-)\(y)} dy.

Observe that h g CjfO,1], so h = iT(h'). Then from (4.13),

r„(fn-f)= Vn~lWnW'\iT(h')

hence

IkU - /)! < 4v«lw»\\ M IMUI11*11 < <#1I,
by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. For fixed x, h'(x) may be written as

(4.15) *'(*) = K(x, x)f(x) - *0(x) -[Pnrn(K(x, •)/(•) - *<,(•))](*)

+ f {Kx(x,y)f(y)-t1(y)

-[Pn>-n(Kx(x,-)f(-)-h(-))}(y)}dy,

for every ^0, t//, g ¿^ (sincepnrn\¡/¡ = <//,). Consequently,

(4.16) IIA'II < c sup {inf||^(x, •)/(•) - *0|| + inf\\Kx(x, •)/(•) - ^\\\

and the theorem follows.   □

Corollary 4.4. IfK g JÇ/' g Cq[0,1], then for n large enough

\h(fn-f)\\<4K\U+i,T\\f\\qn-",
forq = 1,2,...,p.

This completes the convergence analysis of the quadrature methods for linear

integral equations.
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5. The Nonlinear Case. The theory of Section 4 extends to nonlinear equations

(1.1) with O g jVq. Again, we assume throughout that conditions (1.14-15) are

satisfied.

Lemma 5.1. If $ g Jíü, then there exists an N such that

sup su?{\(Ul(en)ylWn\:en g R«+"} < ».
n>N

Here i/„'(e) is the Fréchet derivative of Un at e.

Proof. The proof follows by inspection of the proof of [5, Lemma 5.1], cf. Lemma

4.2. (The norm ||(t/„'(en))-1W^|| depends only on the quantities inf \<Pz(x, x, z)\ and

H*«llrO   °

Corollary 5.2. //$e jV0, then for n large enough, the system (1.4) has a unique

solution.

Lemma 5.3. //$ g ^T0, there exists a constant c such that for all n large enough and

for allf, g and h G C[0,1], the statement

UnrJ-Unrttg = Pnrh

implies \\rj- r„g\\ < c||A||.

Proof. The proof is a slight variation of the proof of Hadamard's theorem, Berger

[3, (5.1.5)]. Let e„: [0,1] -> Rn+d satisfy

(5.1) U„(en(t)) = tUnrJ + (l-t)Unr„g.

Then after differentiation with respect to t, premultiplication with (c/J(e„(i)))_1

which is possible by Lemma 5.1, and integration over t g [0,1] we obtain

(5.2) e„(\) - en(0) = f {U'(e„(t))y lpniThdt.

Apparently, e„(l) = rnf, and e„(0) = rng. From (5.2), we then obtain

hf-r„g\\ < sup||(l£(eB(0)r VB| ||»7^*11 11*11-
t

By Lemmas 5.1 and 4.1, we then get

\\r„f-r„g\\<Zc\\h\\,

and we are done.   D

Theorem 5.4. //$ g Jf^, then for n large enough (depending on $) the solution of

(1.4) exists and satisfies

lk„(/n-/)Ncsup E inf||Z>'»(*,.,/(.))-*(I
x     , = 0

where D' = d'/dx', f is the solution of (1.1) with g G Cq[Q,1], and where the Ínfima are

over\pi G £fn.

Proof. We have

(5.3) UnrJn-Unrnf=Pnhn,

where

hn(x)= T {Hx,y,f(y))-[pnrMx,-,f(-))](y)}dy.
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Note that h„ g C^O, 1], so h„ = iT(h'„), whence (5.3) yields

UnrJn-Unr„f=pnWh'„.

Lemma 5.3 then gives for n large enough,

IM/»-/)||<c||A'J.

The theorem follows after a derivation similar to (4.15-16).   D

Corollary 5.5. pel, and g g Q+1[0,1] then

for q = 1,2,... ,p.

This completes the analysis of the nonlinear equation.

6. Some Well-Known Methods Fit the Mold. In this section, we show that the

following classes of methods satisfy the zero-stability and compositeness conditions

(1.13-14):
1. Cyclic linear multistep methods: Holyhead et al. [9], Andrade and McKee [1].

2. Reducible quadrature methods: Wolkenfelt [23], [24], with special cases by

Taylor [19], and Gladwin [7], [8].

3. Runge-Kutta methods (but we cannot prove convergence of order higher than

two): Keech [10].

6.1. Cyclic Linear Multistep Methods. Cyclic linear multistep methods are based on

interpolatory quadrature rules used in a cyclic fashion. Consequently, the weights wi}

in (1.2) satisfy

(6.1) wt+r,J = wt,j>       / = 0,1,...,/,

i.e., r is the exact repetition factor, so (1.16) is certainly satisfied, as is (1.14) by the

construction of the quadrature rules. The methods contain a number of free

parameters which need to be chosen such that the zero-stability condition (1.14)

holds. This usually involves the solution of a nonlinear system of equations;

Holyhead et al. [9], Andrade and McKee [1].

6.2. Reducible Quadrature Methods. These methods were studied extensively by

Wolkenfelt [23], [24]. They include those of Taylor [19], and Gladwin [7], [8]. In these

methods, the weights w,- ■ are constructed via linear multistep methods, as follows.

For the basic linear case $(x, y, z) = z, the equation (1.2) is written as

(6.2) iaJ(Wnrnf),.J = htbjf(xi_j),      i!- s,s + 1.n + d- 1,
y-0 y-0

where the a ■ and ft, form a linear multistep method for the initial value problem for

an ordinary differential equation which satisfies the following two conditions,

(i) Stability requirements:

(6.3) p(0 = E fl/fVO - 0,
7 = 0
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and

(6.4) o(0 = E ¥j>
7 = 0

are bounded away from zero on D = {£ g C: |¿| < 1};

(ii) The multistep method is convergent of order p, i.e.,

5 k

(6.5) £ ajWfix^j) = h E bjf(Xi.j) + T,(f),       i>s,
7=0 7=0

with

(6.6) \T,(f)\<4f(p)\\"'p-1-

One verifies that the first stability requirement guarantees that elements of nW„

are bounded, uniformly in n, and the second one guarantees the zero-stability of Wn,

(1.13).
We also claim that (i) and (ii) combined yield the condition (1.14) with r = \. This

may be seen as follows. From (6.2) and (6.5),

k

(6-7) L-A-j-Tiif),       i>s,
7 = 0

where

(6-8) E, = irf(x,)-(WnrJ)r

We already know (or assume) that

(6.9) |£,|<c|/(»||«-'-\       ¿ = 0,l,...,i-l,

so, defining T¡(f), i = 0,1.s - 1, by (6.7-9), we have that (6.6) and (6.7) hold for

all i > 0. Using generating series, we obtain from (6.7) that for £ g D,
00 00

(6.10) (i - 0 E EjV = E TjUWMl).
7 = 0 7 = 0

Now the stability requirement for p(£) tells us that

00

(6.11) {P(I)}'1=E^       ^D,
7 = 0

with Cj = 0(Rj), j -» oo, for some 0 < R < 1. Hence

(6.12) Aœ£,. = É 7}(7)c,-,,
7 = 0

and so

(6.13) lA^J < c max|7}(/)| < cH/^H«^-1,

where Ax is the infinite version of A1,,, (1.15). Now (6.13) is exactly (1.14) for r = 1,

and we have proved our claim. (Observe that, in the process, we have proved that

supn-1\\Wn-l{A\y1\\< k,
n

cf. Subsection 7.1.)
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Since (1.13-14) hold the reducible quadrature methods are covered by the theory

of this paper.

A similar analysis leading to (1.13-14) can be done for the modified multilag

methods, Wolkenfelt [24], applied to Volterra integral equations of the first kind.

Here it requires a bit of effort to write the method as a quadrature method. We omit

the details.

6.3. Runge-Kutta methods fit the mold, too, though not really. The methods we

consider are those surveyed by Brunner [4, (3.5)]. For a specific, third order example,

see Keech [10]. It is clear that these methods are zero-stable since they provide local

differentiation formulas when applied to the equation Wf = g, but condition (1.14)

is not satisfied with the "right" value of p, e.g., for Keech's method [10], (1.14) holds

only for p = 2 and not for p = 3, hence, our method only provides order 2

convergence.

7. Alternative Approaches. Here, we give an outline of two other approaches to

optimal error estimates.

7.1. Suppose that in addition to zero-stability, we have

(7.1) sup«-1!^1^;)-1^«).
n

We then obtain for the linear equation iff = g from (1.8) that

lk(/n-/)l<|^71(A,'n)"1|||A;(pn#'-w;rn)/||

and now (7.1) combined with (1.14) yields the optimal estimate. To extend this to

the general linear equation ff = g requires most likely that Lemma 4.2 hold, but

this appears to be hard to establish without further assumptions on the structure of

Wn (cf. Subsection 7.2). Also (1.14) needs to be established for f rather than for ■W.

The condition (7.1) appears to be equivalent to zero-stability for quadrature methods

for which Wn is essentially block-circulant, see below, but without this assumption it

appears to be hard to prove.

7.2. All methods discussed in Section 6 share one property which we have not used,

viz. the matrices Wn are essentially block-circulant, i.e., Wn may be partitioned as

'in

(7.2) W=n

¿i O

A, 4

with A¡ g RrXr, and n = mr (say). Also, the A¡ and A¡ are independent of n.

Consequently, nWn is a finite section of an infinite matrix which is independent on

n, and power series methods may be used. This way Lemma 4.2 can be proved

without the use of the uniformly bounded projectors, and optimal error estimates

appear to be within reach. It appears that the most successful alternate approach

would be a combination of 7.1 and 7.2.

8. Conclusion. We have presented an approach to the analysis of quadrature

methods with the following three features: (i) It closes the gap between collocation-

projection methods and quadrature methods; (ii) It provides optimal error estimates;
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and (iii) There are only minimal assumptions on the particular (algebraic) structure

of the quadrature methods.

The analysis does not cover Runge-Kutta methods, and it remains an open

question whether they can be treated within our framework. One approach might be

to proceed in a block-by-block fashion in the interpolation problems of Section 3.
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